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I. INTRoOUCTI~N 
The problems of counting the numbers of zeros of a polynomialf(x) in a 
given half plane and inside the unit circle are two classical problems of 
mathematics and are known, respectively, as the Routh-Hurwitz and the 
Schur-Cohn problems. These problems are associated with the study of 
stability of a single nth-order differential and the associated difference 
equation [6]. A classical method of Fujiwara [7] for solutions of these 
problems goes as follows: 
First construct the Bezoutian matrix associated with f(x) and a suitably 
chosen polynomial g(x), and then. from this Bezoutian matrix construct a 
symmetric matrix, known as the Fujiwara matrix such that whenever this 
matrix is nonsingular, its numbers of positive and negative eigenvalues give 
information on the location of zeros of f(x) in the region under 
consideration. For the Routh-Hurwitz problem, g(x) is chosen to be g(x) = 
J-(-x), and for the Schur-Cohn problem g(x) = @(x) = x”f( l/x). If B,, and 
B,, are the Bezoutian matrices for the Routh-Hurwitz and the Schur-Cohn 
problems, respectively, then the corresponding Fujiwara matrices are given 
F,, =DB,, (1) 
Fsc =BscP (2) 
where 
D = dg(l, -l,..., (-1)“-‘) (3) 
and P = (Pii) is a permutation matrix of order n for which 
Pi.n-i+ 1 = l7 i = 1, 1, 2 ,..., n. (4) 
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For a definition of Bezoutian matrix and the complete statements of the 
Routh-Hurwitz-Fujiwara and the Schur-Cohn-Fujiwara theorems, the 
readers are referred to the paper of the author [ 31. 
Fujiwara’s method is considered to be an outstanding algebraic method for 
solutions of the root-separation problems and many of the latter developed 
methods are considered as variants of this method. Fujiwara proved his 
results by using classical theory of quadratic forms. However, neither in 
Fujiwara’s original paper nor in any subsequent work was the mechanism of 
development of this important method ever clearly explained. For example, 
one may be curious to know the following: 
How are the polynomials g(x) chosen in the first place. what are the 
criteria of choosing the matrices D and P in (1) and (2) so that the 
corresponding Fujiwara matrices do the right jobs, what roles does the 
nonsingularity of the Fujiwara matrices play and what makes the apparently 
nonhermitian Fujiwara matrices hermitian, etc. 
We investigate these questions here. An attempt to answer some of these 
questions was made in a recent paper [3 1 by the author and the present 
paper is a sequel to this paper. We develop here, for each problem, a 
Fujiwara-like method. The method constructs a family of hermitian matrices, 
and the inertia of each solves the problem under investigation. Fujiwara’s 
original methods are then derived as special cases of these methods. Part- 
wise proofs of these methods will reveal answers to all the questions we just 
raised. It is believed that the technique used here will be useful in analyzing 
and better understanding many methods for the root-location and other 
related problems. For example, the Hankel-matrix method of the author 14 1, 
the Anderson-Jury-Mansur method [ 11, the Schwarz method [S] and similar 
other methods for the root-location and eigenvalue-separation problems can 
all be generalized in the spirit of this paper and this generalization will give 
us an insight into the mechanism of how these methods were developed in 
the first place. 
II. Two INERTIA THEOREMS 
The inertia of A, In(A) = ($A), v(A), 6(A)), is an integer triple of the 
members of eigenvalues of A with positive, negative, and zero parts, respec- 
tively. We state here two inertia theorems which we will use later. 
THEOREM 0 (CARLSON AND SCHNEIDER [2]). Let A be an nxn 
complex matrix with 6(A) = 0, and let there exist a nonsingular hermitian 
matrix H such that HA + A*H is positive semidefinite. Then In(A) = In(H). 
THEOREM 0’ [ 3 I. Let A be an n x n complex matrix with no eigenvalues 
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of modulus one, and let there exist a nonsingular n x n hermitian matrix H 
for which A*HA - H is positive semidefinite. Then A has $H)(v(H)) eigen- 
value of modulus greater (less) than one. 
III. GENERALIZED FUJIWARA METHODS 
A. A Solution of the Routh Hurwitz Problem 
Let 
C 
be the companion matrix associated with f (x) = xn - c,,x”- ’ - c,_ , xn-’ - 
. . . - czx - c,. 
Step 1. Choose an n-vector y such that 
rank(y, -yC, yCz, -yC3 ,..., (-l)“P’yC”m’) = n. 
The existence of such a y is guaranteed because C is nonderogatory. 
Step 2. Construct a matrix Y having the rows y,, y2 ,..., y, defined by 
4’1 =Y (5) 
Yi+l =-YlcV i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. (6) 
Step 3. Compute the last row r, of 
R=CY+YC. (7) 
Step 4. Construct a matrix T with rows t,, t*,..., tn given by 
t, = rn (8) 
ti-l = tic - citn, i = n, n - l,..., 3, 2. (9) 
Step 5. Compute 
H = Y*T. (10) 
Assume that H is nonsingular. Then 
THEOREM 1. (i) H is hermitian. 
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(ii) f(s) does not hare any pure/j, imaginarjq zeros. 
(iii) The numbers of zeros off(x) with positice and negatil!e real parts 
are. respectirelj?, equal to the numbers of positire and negative eigenvalues qf 
H. 
(iv) H is positive (negative) definite if all the zeros II/’ f (.u) hare 
positive (negative) real parts. 
Prooj Here we divide the proof into three parts. 
Part I. We prove that Y is nonsingular and 
rn = (-l)“-‘~,f(-C). 
From step 3, we have 
r,=?,,C+~,~,+cJ’!+...+E,,?l,,. (11) 
Substituting ~1~ through ~7, from (6) in (1 l), we get easily 
r,, = (-l)“-’ y,J;(-C). (12) 
Also, because of the rank condition in step 1, Y is nonsingular. 
Part II. HC $ C*H = rzr,,. It can be shown [3 ] that TC = CrT. 
Then, 
HC+C*H=Y*TC+C*Y*T 
=y*CTT+ C”Y”T 
= (Y*c’ + C”Y”j7 
(13) 
=R*T. 
Now, because of (6), it readily follows that the first (n - 1) rows of R are 
zero. Thus, from (8) and (13). we have 
HC + C*H = r,*r,. 
Part III. Finally, we prove that nonsingularity of H implies that H is 
hermitian and f (x) andf(-x) do not have a zero in common, and the rest of 
the theorem. 
It can be shown [5] that, by some algebraic manipulations, from (8) and 
(9). one can write 
T= (14) 
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where N is a unit lower triangular matrix. From (10) and (14), it follows 
that H is nonsingular iff S is so. But t, = r, = (-l)“-’ y,f(-C) and 
therefore 
(-1)“-‘y,C”-’ 
(-l)“-ly, c-2 
s= i 
i 1 
J;(-C). (15) 
(-1)“-’ y, c 
(-l)“+, 
Thus the nonsingularity of S implies that f(-C) is nonsingular. This 
means that f(x) and f(-x) do not have any zero in common, and H is the 
unique solution of (13) [4], and therefore hermitian. This proves (i) and (ii) 
of Theorem 1. Application of Theorem 0 to (13) now yields (iii). 
To prove (iv), first assume that H is positive (negative) definite. Then by 
(iii) of this theorem, all the zeros off(x) have positive (negative) real parts. 
Conversely, if all the zeros off(x) have positive (negative) real parts, then 
f(x) and f(-x) do not have common zeros. This means that f(-C) is 
nonsingular [4]. So, from (lo), (14) and (15), it follows that H is 
nonsingular. But, since the number of zeros off(x) with positive (negative) 
real parts is equal to the number of positive (negative) eigenvalues of H, this 
number H must be positive (negative) definite. 
A Special Case: Derivation of the Routh-Hurwitz-Fujiwara Theorem: 
Choose y, = (1, 0,O ,..., 0) and compute yz through y, using (5) and (6). The 
rank-condition in step 1 is then satisfied and Y = diag( 1, -I..... (-l)“- ‘). 
The last row of CY + YC = r, 
It can be easily verified that this is the last row of the Bezoutian matrix 
associated with f(x) and f(-x). Since a Bezoutian matrix is uniquely deter- 
mined by its last row and satisfies XC = C7X [3], we conclude that the 
matrix constructed in step 4 in this special case must be the Bezoutian matrix 
B,, associated with f(x) and f(-x). 
The matrix H in step 5 then must be the Fujiwara matrix F,, defined by 
(1). The Routh-Hurwitz-Fujiwara theorem now follows from theorem 1. 
B. A Solution of the Schur-Cohn Problem 
Step 1. Choose a vector e such that 
rank(e, ec, ec* ,..., ec”-‘) = n. 
The existence of e is guaranteed, because C is nonderogatory. 
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Step 2. Construct a matrix E having the rows e,, e,..... e, defined by 
e, = e (16) 
e n-1 = e n-it I c, i = 1. 2. 3 . . . . . n - 1 . (17) 
Step 3. Compute the last row rn of 
R =CEC-E. (18) 
Step 4. Construct a matrix T as in step 4 of the Routh-Hurwitz 
problem. 
Step 5. Compute 
H=TE. (19) 
Assume that H is nonsingular. Then 
THEOREM 2. (i) H is hermitian. 
(ii) f(x) does not have a zero of modulus one. 
(iii) The number of zeros off(x) inside (outside) the unit circle is 
@W(H)). 
(iv) H is negative definite fall the zeros f (x) lie inside the unit circle. 
ProoJ: As before, we divide the proof into three parts. 
Part I. We first show that E is nonsingular and 
rn = -en g( C). 
It is easy to see that the matrix E constructed in step 1 and step 2 is such 
that the first (n - 1) rows of R are zero and 
r,=(E,e,+E,e,+...+c,e,)C-e,. (20) 
Substituting e, _, through e, successively from (17) in (20), we have 
rn = -en 4(C). 
E is nonsingular because of the rank condition in step I. 
Part II. C*HC - H = r,*r,. 
C*HC-H=C*FEC-FE 
-- 
= TCEC - FE (since TC = CrT and T is symmetric) 
-- 
= T(CEC -E) 
= r,*r,. (21) 
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Part III. The nonsingularity of H implies that H is hermitian and f (x) 
does not have a zero of modulus one. 
Similar to the proof of Part III of Theorem 1. 
Applying now Theorem 0’ to (21), we obtain (i), (ii) and (iii) of the 
theorem. 
Proof of (iv) is similar to the proof of (iv) of Theorem 1. 
Derivation of the Schur-Cohn-Fujiwara Theorem: Choose e = (1, 0, 
O,..., 0). Then the rank condition in step 1 is satisfied. The matrix E of the 
step 2 in this case is then permutation matrix 
OO*.Ol 
P=OO.*lO. 
( 1 0 . * 0 0 ) 
The last row r, of R = CPC - P is easily seen to be the last row of the 
Bezoutian matrix associated with f(x) and 4(x). Arguing now in the same 
way as in the derivation of the Routh-Hurwitz-Fujiwara theorem from 
Theorem 1, we conclude that the matrix H in this case is the matrix F,,. The 
Schur-Cohn-Fujiwara theorem now follows from Theorem 2. 
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